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Thin films of Cu were evaporated on solid plates of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). A successive polymerization
process was made to realize sandwiched structure to protect the Cu films. Fracturing of the metal film surface was
observed with several morphologies showing two different fracture systems. Surface film morphology was analysed in
terms of the distribution area of the islands and contour fractal dimension. The island area showed a maximum
corresponding to 42 nm of the Cu thickness, which was a threshold to observe two main fracture systems. The fractures
pattern resulted to be scale invariant with fractal dimension between 1.55 and 1.7. The minimum fractal dimension also
depended from the film thickness and corresponded to the maximum of the island areas. The reported effects can be
understood on the basis of different thermal expansion coefficients of the two materials, their thermally induced
adhesion and the action of the monomer.
Keywords: copper thin films, e-beam evaporation, deposition thickness, polymethylmethacrylate, surface analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION∗

mechanical scratches. A valid solution can be found in the
sandwiched structures that can be realized by a subsequent
polymerization. However, this process modify strongly the
morphology of the film surfaces depending from the
chemical-physical condition of the polymerization and
metallic thickness. The morphology of a metal film after
the second polymerization of PMMA was investigated in
this work. The thin metal film appeared fractured after the
treatment, showing an interesting complexity due to the
presence of two fracture system. The form and the area of
the different islands were analysed with respect to the
thickness of the metallic film. The physical properties
describing the observed morphology were quantified and
discussed.
Cu was chosen for depositions because of its cheap
cost and practical facility of evaporation, while PMMA for
a good sticking coefficient. The studied samples were
squared of 250 mm of side and 8 mm of complete
thickness, being of suitable dimension in the production of
small objects.

Deposition of thin films of several metallic materials
on polymer surfaces is frequently used to obtain mirrors
with selective properties for reflectivity and transmission
of visible light [1]. Nowadays the thin metal films are
widely used for industrial products of many objects
ranging from reflector for car lights, compact discs and
electrically shielded computer cases to foils for food
packing [2]. Finally, the deposition of thin metallic films
on polymers are of primary importance both for active and
passive use, to increase the chemical-physical properties of
the objects [3]; while the sandwiched structure are built to
increase bending stiffness and bending strength [4].
Generally, several metallic-based paints [5] give a
wide range of colours and effects when mixed with the
pre-polymer. When these paints are used as films, they are
generally deposited after that the polymer, used as
substrate, has been modelled to obtain the desired object.
These methods intrinsically suffer of the non uniformity of
coverage induced by the non regular shape of the object.
For this reason, the use of sandwiched plates with metal
cores, can constitute a valid solution to overcome the
undesired effect of inhomogeneity.
Several methods of deposition are now available by
epitaxial growth, namely: electro-deposition, electro-less
deposition, sol-gel deposition, nano-particle growth and
crystallization, chemical precipitation, chemical vapour
deposition and vacuum thermal evaporation [6]. The
possibilities offered by the vacuum technology are now
well established and await for a wider use in the industrial
processes [3, 7].
A fundamental problem to be solved still remains the
protection of the metallic films from the oxidation and

2. EXPERIMENTAL
Substrates of PMMA were supplied by Fratelli Guzzini
s.p.a. (http://www.fratelliguzzini.com/), Recanati, Italy, to
obtain new composite materials for illumination systems.
Substrates started as big plates of (1500 × 2000) mm2 and
3 mm of thickness. Then each plate has been cut in many
squares of (250 × 250) mm2. This dimension resulted to be
very similar to that of many Guzzini’s houses articles and, in
addition, very suitable for the vacuum chamber and the
crucible geometry.
The vacuum chamber was constituted by a bell of
350 mm of diameter and 500 mm of height, the vacuum
system was constituted by a rotative pump coupled to a
turbo-molecular. The final vacuum of 10–6 Torr was easily
obtained. The deposition system was composed by a Mo
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crucible BD 482009-T filled to obtain an emission area of
(10 × 5) mm2. PMMA temperature of samples was
increased by the crucible irradiation during the metal
deposition. The evaluation of the thickness was made
through the sensor crystal INFICON 008-010, which
position is shown in Fig. 1 with the geometry of the
experimental deposition system.
Starting from the measurement of the thickness S0
detected on the sensor position, the thickness of any other
point on the plate surfaces can be calculated [8].
Introducing an (x, y) system of coordinates, as shown in
Fig. 2, the x = 0 is put on the centre of the plate surfaces. If
L0 is the distance between the crucible and sensor and L(y)
the distance between the crucible and the axes of the plate
with x = 0, one can calculate the metal thickness in any
point. If AE and AD are the section areas of emission and
deposition perpendicular to the atomic beam, the effective
areas of emission is indicated by AEeff (x, y) perpendicular
to the beam and that of deposition by ADeff (x, y). These
areas can be related to the slope of the beam with respect
to the plate and crucible planes. Then it is:

S ( x, y ) = S 0 ×

A
L20
×
2
x + L (y) A
2

e
e

(xfD, yf ) A
×
(xfE, yf ) A

prepared by mixing the monomer, of chemical formula
–CH2–C(CH3)(COOCH3)– [9], with the catalyst
azoisobutyrronitrile (AZDNM). The plates with the films
were fixed between two crystal surfaces separated by a
space of 2.5 mm. Then, the pre-polymer was poured to fill
the empty spaces between crystal-polymer and crystal-film
surfaces to build a (2.5 + 3 + 2.5) mm sandwiched
structures. The polymerization was obtained by
maintaining a constant and uniformly distributed
temperature of 60 °C for four hours, then the temperature
was increased up to 105 °C for one hour to check the
complete polymerization of the monomer.
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and it can be calculated approximately as:
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Fig. 2. The contour graphics of the deposited thickness S(x, y)
computed according (2). It reflects the observed symmetry
of the metal deposition

(2)

To study the fractured surfaces several photos were
realized in transmission light, using the microscope
OLYMPUS BX60 together with a photo camera
OLYMPUS DP10. The format of the areas photos was
20 mm × 15 mm, with an image definition of 640 pixels ×
× 480 pixels corresponding to 32 pixels/mm. This size has
been chosen to cover the smallest area containing the
maximum number of structures with a near constant
thickness. Special attention has been devoted on focusing
camera images, because depth-of-field must cover the whole
depth of secondary fracture system. Larger field photos were
made with a normal photo camera with zoom objectives,
then the photos were converted to digital images by a
scanner. The photos were manipulated and analysed by two
programs of free software: SCIONIMAGE (http://scioncorporation.software.informer.com/routine) to study the
areas of fracturing and FDC2D (http://wuarchive.wustl.edu/
/packages/architec/Fractals/FDC2D.sea.hqx) to study the
fractal dimension. All of images were manipulated to obtain
grey scale colours with better contrast.

where L(y) = [y2 + a2 + b2 + 2ay – 2b(a + y)cosα]½, and
d = b – (a + y)cosα. In the presented configuration,
2c = 10 mm was the length of the crucible, a = 24.4 mm
and b = 153.9 mm were distances defined from the
geometry of the deposition system, finally α = 55° was the
inclination of the plate. The contour graphics of (2) with
the above mentioned constants is shown in Fig. 2, where
the grey colour is progressively clearer for thickness more
and more thicker. With a Cu thickness of 30 nm measured
on the sensor, one can calculate 10 nm – 70 nm of Cu films
thickness on the plate, distributed as shown in Fig. 2.

3. MORPHOLOGY OBSERVATIONS
Cu thermally evaporated at room temperature on
PMMA plates evolves progressively from small droplets
up to the formation of a continuous thin film [10 – 12].
Then, the surfaces appeared completely mirror in the
centre of the sample while showing a partial reflection on
the corners, where it was observed a marked transparency
due to the reduced thickness of the film.
After the second polymerization was concluded, the
Cu films resulted completely fractured. Although, the

Fig. 1. Schematic experimental system located inside the vacuum
bell, the section is shown for x = 0

The polymerization after metallisation was realised in
the Guzzini’s electrical oven. The pre-polymer was
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fractures were not uniformly distributed on the surface and
forming complex structures. Starting from the surface
regions corresponding to Cu minimum thickness, on the
right and left corners on the top, and moving toward the
centre of symmetry of Fig. 2, an increase of the island
average area was observed. However, each island has
become fractured moving nearer the centre of symmetry,
creating an additional complex fracturing visible in Fig. 3.
The pattern of the fracture system has shown a symmetry
very similar to that reported in Fig. 2. Moving from the
centre toward the bottom of Fig. 2, the principal islands
decreased becoming very small, while the secondary
fractures disappeared.

a

Fig. 3. Photos of two zones of the sample in transmitted light
after the second polymerization. The photos reported on
the left covers an area of (120 × 90) mm2 while that on the
right covers an area of (90 × 60) mm2

b
Fig. 4. Contour plot of the modulus of the gradient of the
thickness (a) and vector field plot of the same gradient (b)

The secondary fracture system appeared with different
morphology having contours rounded off, whereas the
primary fracture presented with very sharp broken lines. It
was possible to observe an irregular film profile looking at
a section of the sandwich structure at some positions. This
irregularity was observed in correspondence of the
secondary fracture system. Such system was characterised
by Cu island edges folded towards the second
polymerization, and occupied the third dimension
principally around the centre of the Fig. 2. Folding was
responsible of apparent rounded off contours. Irregularity
thickness reached 2 mm around the centre of the Fig. 2.
The width of the fractures of the principal fragmentation
increased in this region because the surface area of the
sample was the same while the area of the metal film
occupied the third dimension.
A sharp fragmentation occurred at the bottom position
of Fig. 2. This appeared difficult to explain following the
Cu thickness only, because it has a different symmetry.
However, the sharp fragmentation can be correlated to the
modulus of the gradient of the thickness, which is shown in
the contour plot of Fig. 4, a. The fracturing increased
where there were strong changes of the thickness. The
principal fractures were observed to diverge from the
centre of symmetry of sample, follows the vector field of
the gradient plotted in Fig. 4, b. The longer size of the
islands were directed along the same direction.

The surface of the film appeared not smooth when
observed in reflection light. Film surface irregularities
were observed on all the region samples, and they were
very fine on the corners on the top of Fig. 2, while they
were coarser where size of the area of the islands had got a
maximum. The secondary fracture system prevented to
observe the irregularities of the Cu islands near the centre
of the sample. To obtain a more quantitative law on the
fragmentation, some graphical methods of analysis such as
the area analysis and the fractal analysis were used.

4. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
A digital analysis of the fractured Cu film was
conducted. The file images created by the photo camera
were initially converted in grey scale, then increased the
contrast and converted in binary files. The results are
shown in Fig. 5, a, and Fig. 6, a. After this procedure, the
island’s area sizes were analysed employing
SCIONIMAGE routine. It was set choosing the minima
considerable size. This procedure was very important to
eliminate the imperfections of image. In addition, particles
touching edge images were ignored while interior island
holes were included. The analysis gave the characteristic
wideness of the islands in the different regions by
distribution, average and standard deviation. Distributions
n(A) with respect to the number of the islands of area A,
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relative to the areas reported in Fig. 5, a, and Fig. 6, a, are
shown respectively in Fig. 5, b, and Fig. 6, b. They are
Poissonian distributions.

islands are delimited by the principal fracture system. The
maximum island area was about 7.6 mm2 and it occurred
for Cu thickness greater than 50 nm. Looking to Fig. 3,
islands appear to be divide by a secondary fracture system
where Cu thickness overcame 42 nm. Therefore, the true
maximum area of islands is observed at 42 nm thickness.
These true maximum area islands follows the profile with
the same thickness of Fig. 2, as it is confirmed by Fig. 3.
The standard deviation has also a maximum for Cu
thickness corresponding to 42 nm. Finally, a monotone
decreasing of the island areas created by secondary
fracture system is shown in Fig. 7 right down, it starts with
island areas of about 1 mm2.

a

b
Fig. 7. Mean area and standard deviation with respect to the
thickness calculated from the analysis of many sample
photos

Fig. 5. A photo, in transmitted light, of a zone of the sample
where the thickness was 22 nm (a) and the distribution of
the areas of the islands with mean value of 3.4 mm2 (b)

Interestingly, if the primary fracture system is
compared with the modulus of the Cu thickness gradient
shown in Fig. 4, a, it is possible to observe areas to become
smaller where the plot is white. In other terms, the areas
size of the islands also depends from the Cu thickness
variation. The effect starts to be effective in the white area
of Fig. 4, a, which is equivalent to overcome 5 nm/mm as
shown in Fig. 8. Decreasing area is responsible for
standard deviation maximum as white region is crossed by
42 nm Cu thickness.
a

b

Fig. 8. Plot of the absolute value of the thickness gradient along
the direction x = 30 mm where all the photos were taken

Fig. 6. A photo, in transmitted light, of a zone of the sample
where the thickness was 64 nm (a) and the distribution of
the areas of the islands with mean value of 0.6 mm2 (b)

A further digital treatment was necessary to analyse the
fracture system. Because the fractures are of finite thickness,
we have to modify the images to obtain a skeletrisation. The
images were converted in a grey scale, enhanced in contrast,
converted to binary file to obtain the negative photo and
then skeletrised with SCIONIMAGE options. The results of

The plot of the area average values as a function of the
thickness of the film is reported in Fig. 7. This shows a
monotone increasing area of the islands up to the centre of
the sample, where Cu thickness was maximum. These
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these procedures are shown in Fig. 9. PAINT SHOP PRO
resulted to be very useful to delete many imperfections
introduced by the conversion and it was suitable to convert
the format file of image in PICT for Mac. FDC2D
performed the log[1/s] and log[n(s)] analysis, being s the
dimension of the box counting and n(s) the number of the
boxes necessary to cover all the graphics.
The analysis revealed the fracture system geometry of
the metal film to be a fractal. An example of the scale
invariance of film fractures was reported in Fig. 10, where
the fractal dimension is defined as the angular coefficient
of the straight line that fits the values of the analysis of
Fig. 9, b. Dimension was scale invariant between 2 mm
and 20 mm for the principal fracture system while it
extended between 0.8 mm and 20 mm for the whole
fracture primary plus secondary systems. The fractal
dimension was calculated between 1.55 and 1.63 for the
principal fracture system, while it was calculated between
1.55 and 1.7 for the whole structure, comprising the
secondary system as well. Interestingly a minimum in the
fractal dimension was observed in close correspondence to
the transition between the two systems.

Fig. 10. The measurements of the fractal dimension of the
fracture system of the photo in Fig. 6, a, was made by
box counting of Fig. 9, b, the geometry shown to be
scale invariant between 0.8 mm and 20 mm

To understand the secondary fracture system, it can be
considered that metal adhesion on PMMA improves with
increasing temperature [16]. Chemical reactions at the
metal/polymer interface were usually discussed in terms of
carbon-oxygen bond-breaking of the carboxylic group
giving rise to C–O–Metal groups [17] or the formation of a
charge transfer complex, as has been claimed in metallised
polyimide samples [18]. However, the chemical bonding
was considered weak in Cu/PET samples and adhesion
strength correlated with the metal diffusion into the
polymer layer to form clusters [16, 19]. PMMA was heated
by the crucible high temperature due to the proximity of
the sample for irradiation. Starting at room temperature, in
the range between 80 °C – 120 °C, it was observed that the
metal adhesion increased very rapidly from 240 g in–1 up to
the upper limit value of 1300 g in–1 [16]. So, the in-plane
film traction was created during the sample polymerization
in the oven, and it was greater in the region with major
adhesion. Increased adhesion thus produced the secondary
fracture system.
Then, the action of chemical melting from the
monomer on the polymer can be consider. Because the
specific weight of the monomer is 0.92 while that of the
polymer is 1.2 [14] an increase of substrate volume should
be expected where the contact area between the prepolymer and PMMA occurred, in the fracture spaces. The
substrate volume increasing folded the Copper island edges
towards the pre-polymer, with a consequent increasing size
of the fractures.
Scale invariance of two fracture systems can indicate
that the same process is fracturing at different dimensions,
which is the stress due to different dilatation coefficients.
The minimum fractal dimension near to 42 nm of Cu
thickness can be interpreted as due to the opposite
contribute to island fragmentation of the increasing metal
thickness and the increasing adhesion to PMMA.

a

b
Fig. 9. Graphical preparation to the fractal analysis: a – was
relative to the photo of Fig. 5, a; b – was relative to the
photo of Fig. 6, a

The different thermal dilatation coefficients of the two
materials must be considered to explain the origin of film
fractures. In fact, the second polymerization was obtained
by increasing the temperature of the sample up to 60 °C.
Dilatation coefficient of Cu films is 17.7 ppm/ °C [13],
equal to the bulk Cu dilatation coefficient, while for bulk
PMMA the dilatation coefficient is 90 ppm/ °C [14]. Being
so, Cu film experienced fractures because of the strain
field applied by PMMA major expansion. The primary
fracture system having increasing size of the island areas
with the film thickness occurred because the increasing
cohesion of Cu [15].

5. CONCLUSIONS
Thin film fracturing morphologies of Cu in polymer
composite sandwich structures were digitally investigated.
The thin film morphology, after the polymerization,
consisted of two fracture systems giving rise to two
different island’s area sizes. Surface stress effects during
the polymerization were considered to yield the fractures,
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